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 Finishing the 2017-2018 season at Lafayette’s Town Hall Theatre is “Sense and 

Sensibility,” an adaptation of Jane Austen’s novel, written by Kate Hamill.  Set in 

England during 1790, this comedy of manners, social status, romance, and gossip is 

flawlessly directed by Susan E. Evans, Artistic Director at Lafayette’s Town Hall Theatre.  

In essence, this production glows. 

 In an interview at Folger Theatre in Washington, D.C., playwright Hamill 

explains that she wrote “Sense and Sensibility” with the intention of creating more classic 

roles for women.  And she did just that, offering nine delectable roles for women to 

perform, plus well-rounded roles for men.     

 The story revolves around the newly widowed Mrs. Dashwood (Ginny 

Wehrmeister) and her three daughters, Elinor (Heather Buck), oldest daughter, Marianne 

(Alisha Ehrlich), middle daughter, and Margaret (Heather Kellogg), youngest daughter.  

Finding themselves in financial straits, they must leave their home for much more modest 

quarters.   

 Director Evans adds a provocative twist to the play by alternate casting of Elinor, 

portraying “sense”, and Marianne, portraying “sensibility.” Alisha Ehrlich & Heather 

Buck perform these yin-yan characters to perfection, switching their roles week to week.  



 The rest of the cast double up as a spectrum of upper and middle class characters 

influencing Elinor and Marianne in their pursuit of happiness and marriage:  

 Mrs. Dashwood  (Ginny Wehrmeiter), newly widowed, wanting happiness for her 

daughters, Margaret (Heather Kellogg), pouty and prone to preteen tantrums, Fanny 

Dashwood (Megan Briggs) contriving and greedy, her husband, John Dashwood (Dennis 

Markham), milquetoast and weak, Mrs. Jennings (Sarah Ruby) well-meaning busy-body 

who everyone tries to avoid, Lucy Steele (Ginny Weirmeister) a girl without fortune, her 

sister Anne Steele (Heather Kellogg), a girl who can’t keep a secret, Lady Middleton 

(Megan Briggs) an overbred lady, John Middleton ( Dennis Markham) a well-bred 

gentleman; Edward Farres (Alan Coyne), a gentleman with compassion ; Robert Farres 

(Alan Coyne), Edward’s younger brother, lacking in sophistication; Colonel Brandon 

(Nathan Emley), a bachelor of good standing and good heart, John Willoughby (Michael 

Craigen), a cad.  Each of these portrayals is rendered masterfully and poignantly.   

 We have Facebook and the Internet.  1790s had gossip, and gossip is of enormous 

importance in this play.  The hilarious Gossips (Megan Briggs, Alan Coyne, Michael 

Craigen, Nathan Emley, Sarah Ruby, and Ginny Weirmeister) not only fill in the plot with 

prattle about the characters’ plights, they give full-blown portrayals of yipping dogs and 

horses with test-your-bladder’s-control hilarity.   

 Hope Birdwell, a magician with cloth, creates beautiful authentic fashions of the 

French Revolution/Regency time period. Set designer Brian Watson skillfully uses a 

minimal set of chairs and tables, which the actors transform with lightning speed into 

parlors, dining rooms, bedrooms and carriages.   



 Chaos and mayhem dazzle as fine-tuned choreography, thanks to an extremely 

talented cast, staff, and crew.  They work wonders!   Don’t miss “Sense and Sensibility” 

at Lafayette Town Hall Theatre.   


